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T

he story goes that
when Ted Sizer was
first thinking about
a national organization based
on his research for Horace’s
Compromise, Ralph Tyler
(author of The Eight Year Study)
said to him that the success
of an organization like CES
would not be measured in any
brick and mortar building or
institution per se, but in the
number and quality of people
continuing to do the work.
In many ways, the creation
of NSRF as an organization
has been influenced by Ralph
Tyler’s words to Ted Sizer. We
are unconventional, having
virtual Centers of Activity,
which are comprised of a
network of national facilitators
whose charge is to hold each
to face meetings.
other accountable for high quality work,
Today, when people think of NSRF’s
school systems and sister organizations
“national” work, they often think of the
who partner with NSRF to offer CFG
small National Center in Bloomington,
Coaches Seminars and follow-up
Indiana – the people who keep our
support, and tens of thousands of CFG
web sites and protocols-on-line current,
Coaches, CFG members and facilitative
field requests for
leaders across
information, materials
the country.
the success of an organization
and facilitators,
People
... would not be measured in
produce our
who know me
any brick and mortar building
quarterly editions
well know that
of Connections and
I wondered
or institution per se, but in the
brochures, organize
aloud about
number and quality of people
our annual Winter and
the need to
continuing to do the work
National Facilitators’
have a formal
meetings, keep
organization at
our data bases and
all when we left
financial record-keeping up-to-date, and
Annenberg, thinking that we might be
maintain our various listservs.
able to create a truly virtual organization
However, we also have several
– that is, a strong network connected
national programs. These projects often
informally through technology and face
(continued on page 12)
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Whatever It Takes:

How Professional Learning Communities Respond When Kids Don’t Learn

Directors Report

A Book Review by Debbie Bambino, Pennsylvania

(continued from page 1)

begin in places where we don’t
currently have a Center of Activity or
NSRF National Facilitators, or span
several Centers of Activity, or need the
resources of several NSRF Facilitators
from across the country. The goal
of every project is to leave the place
with the capacity to continue the
NSRF work on its own, using local
resources and people. In addition,
these programs often give NSRF
Facilitators and CFG Coaches from
across the country an opportunity to
work together, thus cross-pollinating
the work nationally, and affording us
all an opportunity to learn from each
other.
What follows is a summary of
NSRF’s current national projects:
• VISTA – This is
the fourth year of an
anticipated five year
project in Vermont
and Indiana. This
project is funded by a
federal grant through
the Corporation for
National Service. At any given time
NSRF has between 15 and 25 VISTA
volunteers working in 15 schools
throughout Vermont and Indianapolis
under the direction of two NSRF
VISTA state directors. All VISTA volunteers attend a CFG Seminar and then
apply their facilitative leadership skills
in their schools. In Indianapolis the
VISTAs focus on the Gates Foundation
Small School conversion processes
taking place in all five Indianapolis
public high schools, serving as liaisons between each school’s NSRF
School Change Coach and the rest of
the school community. They are concentrating on assuring the presence of
youth voice in the conversion process.
In Vermont the VISTAs are focusing
on assuring high-quality service learning opportunities for Vermont youth,
and advocating for strong youth voice
in all Vermont school reform efforts.
• National Council of La RazaThis is the third year of an anticipated
multi-year project to develop and
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implement small school development,
support and technical assistance plans
for six NCLR Early College High
School or Early College Planning
teams. La Raza’s Early College project is funded by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation. Four NSRF National
Facilitators work with schools in Los
Angeles, CA, Tucson, AZ, Houston,
TX, Washington, DC, Boston, MA and
Pueblo, CO.
• Cleveland Municipal School
District- 2003-2004 was the third year
of a three-year project where NSRF
is in its 4th year with the Cleveland
Municipal School District. During the
past three years, 16 NSRF National
Facilitators have worked with 240
Cleveland educators and eight interns
in CFG/Facilitative Leadership practices. This year NSRF is conducting
monthly follow ups.
• Knowledge Works FoundationThis is third year of an anticipated
four-year project in several school districts in Ohio. This Knowledge Works
project is primarily funded by the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation. This
year, eight NSRF National Facilitators
are included among some 20 Small
School Change Coaches who are supporting nearly 20 Ohio urban high
schools in the small schools conversion process. All 20 School Change
Coaches have attended CFG seminars
and are applying the practices in
the conversion process. Leadership
teams from these 20 schools have
also attended NSRF Seminars and are
applying the practices. During the first
two years, a NSRF National Facilitator
worked full-time for Knowledge Works
and met monthly with the 20 School
Change coaches.
In addition, two NSRF National
Facilitators work with one Ohio
school developing leaders for each of
the school’s emerging six new small
schools. An NSRF National Facilitator
is also working with one Ohio school
on an Early College project.
• The Small Schools Coaches
Collaborative (SSCC) provides techni-

E
cal assistance, in the form of school
coaches, to schools that receive reinvention grants from the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation. Forty-one coaches
support the transformation of K-8
schools and the conversion of large
comprehensive high schools into small
equitable high schools. Over seventy
converted small schools opened this
fall in Washington. The Collaborative
is a partnership of the Small Schools
Project, the Coalition of Essential
Schools Northwest Center, and the
National School Reform Faculty.
NSRF Facilitators have been supporting the professional development of
the SSCC coaches since its inception.
NSRF is also responsible for sharing
what we are learning in Washington
with the NSRF national network.
Toward that end, NSRF Facilitators are
currently developing a high school conversion coaches seminar design, a community engagement coaching seminar
for small school conversion coaches, a
principal and small school leadership
academy, and an interactive coaches
guide in a CD/HTML format.
• The Collaborative Learning
Communities Project, which is administered by The Philanthropic Initiative (TPI)
and funded by Lucent Technologies,
is in the second year of a four-year
project. The purpose of the project is to
provide school districts in New Jersey
with the resources and support necessary to re-examine their professional
development philosophy and practices,
and to design a three-year implementation effort that will focus on professional relationships, foster collaborative
dialogue among all levels of the district
community, and begin to transform the
professional development culture. Last
(continued on page 17)
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veryone working in
schools today knows
that No Child Left
Behind (NCLB) tells us that
“all kids will learn - or else.”
However, while NCLB gives
us the outcome and the tests
that claim to measure our students’ progress, it does little to
answer the question addressed
in the new book by Richard
DuFour and his associates,
namely: “What happens in our
schools when, despite our best
efforts in the classroom, a student does not learn?”
In their new book,
Whatever it Takes, the
authors assume that we
have taken steps to develop
the Professional Learning
Communities (PLCs) they’ve
been writing about for years.
However, they don’t assume
that these PLCs are responding
collaboratively and consistently
to the needs of students who
are still falling behind.
An early “given” in the text states
that most staffs agree, “all kids can
learn.” The authors then show that four
different sets of assumptions about kids
and their learning can be built from this
“commonly” held belief. Using four
descriptive school models the authors
show how a supposedly common belief
can be played out in widely divergent
approaches. Here are the fictitious
schools:
- The Charles Darwin School where
they maintain, “All kids can learn
based on their ability.”
- The Pontius Pilate School that
believes “all kids can learn, if they
take advantage of the opportunity
we give to them.”
- The Chicago Cub Fan School where
“all kids can learn something, and
they help all students experience
academic growth in a warm, nurturing environment.”
- The Henry Higgins School, where
they believe “all kids can learn

and they work to help all students
achieve high standards of learning.”
The authors go on to describe an
activity that asks readers to choose the
prevalent model of schooling currently
in place in the U.S. Following this
safe national assessment of schools the
authors ask people to consider the possibility that all four models are in fact
operating in most schools simultaneously. I would go a step further
and say that I think some combination of these models co-exist in most
classrooms. I know that my best days
were those in which I was a “Henry
Higgins” doing whatever it took to
reach all of my kids. However, I cannot honestly say that I was always at
my best, especially when I factor in the
size of my classes and the impact of
my own unconscious biases as a white
teacher working with students of color.
Did I maintain the same expectations
for all my kids every day throughout
the year? Despite my good intentions,
I’m afraid I did not.
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So how do we align our belief that
all students can learn at high levels
with our instructional practices and
models? One idea that the authors
promote is a shift from the current
paradigm of time as the constant and
quality as the variable. Instead of saying we have “X” number of classes or
hours to teach “Y” material, they say
we need to figure out all of the ways
both in class and out that we can support all kids learning “Y” and then find
the time and supports to make their
learning a real possibility.
The authors go on to challenge
readers to develop a pyramid of collective supports for students that put an
end to the “lottery” they say now exists
in each child’s school experience. The
authors describe the current lottery like
this, get a good teacher and you win an
opportunity for real support. Land in a
marginal teacher’s class and you lose
big time. When we consider its impact
on students’ lives, I think we can agree
that this reality of student placement
is more like Russian Roulette than a
lottery.
Whatever we call it, as long as
teachers continue to work in isolation
they usually take responsibility for
just the kids they teach. In Whatever
it Takes, DuFour and Co. challenge us
to take responsibility for all the kids in
our schools, especially those who are
currently falling through the cracks.
This book pushed me to think about
my individual practice and my work as
a CFG Coach differently. Our current
system is gambling away the future of
too many of our kids and I think this
book can help us move forward more
equitably where we collaboratively
decide to do “whatever it takes” to help
all kids succeed.
Whatever It Takes: How Professional
Learning Communities Respond When
Kids Don’t Learn by Richard DuFour,
Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker &
Gayle Karhanek
Debbie Bambino can be reached at
dbambino@earthlink.net
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A Grand Slam

RoLesia Holman, Maryland

I

began my training as a
CFG Coach as the only
person of color in the
group. This is not unusual for
many of us who have been
empowering all people involved with
trained, those of us who are currently
schools to work collaboratively in
working in school reform and facilitate
reflective democratic communities that
CFG Coaches Seminars.
create and support powerful learning
When NSRF decided to place
experiences for everyone?”
equity in its mission statement, it was
When I started working with
a turning point for those of us who felt
The Black Alliance for Educational
that the organization didn’t do enough
Options in September 2003, I soon
to address the issues that face many
learned that I could create the opporeducators, students and facilitators of
tunity to gain some insights into these
color.
questions and perhaps even some
As we continued to do the work
answers. In my position as Program
of creating and deepening the work of
Director for the Small Schools Project,
CFGs, opportunities were presented
I had groups of Black educators to
to take it beyond suburbia into urban
work with to increase the supply of
communities (the “inner” city) where
quality educational options for Black
there is more diversity. Many provocachildren. Without
tive questions ensued:
a doubt, these
Would these processHow could we both
individuals care
es work with groups
deeply for the
where there are many
build on the foundation
souls of Black
people of African,
of CFGs and address
children. I had
Hispanic, and Asian
the realities of inner
the freedom to
descent? How would
construct CFG
they receive it? What
city educators, their
Institutes that
facilitators have the
students and families?
would meet their
knowledge and skills
needs and assist
to work in urban
them in the work
settings? And more
of planning to open new small high
importantly does race/ethnicity or class
schools in urban communities. My
matter? While diversity among ethnic
NSRF colleague, Camilla Greene,
groups differs as much as learning
and I designed and facilitated these
styles, much of the latter is addressed
trainings. (Gina Kaplan co-facilitated
far more frequently than the former.
with us in Milwaukee, WI.) Camilla
Why is this the case? And what does
and I asked ourselves all of the questhis have to do with education reform
tions other facilitators ask about goals,
and the work of CFGs anyway?
objectives, audience, resources, logisThe question that looms large in
tics, etc., but what was significant
the minds of some NSRF Facilitators
was that we also asked how we could
is how to bring about the results that
design training for groups who were
have been seen in suburban and rural
comprised predominantly of people
environments to urban communities?
of color who work in urban settings.
Which features are similar? Which are
What would be different from other
different? How does a facilitator know
groups that we’d trained? Doubtless,
these answers and create dynamic
we both knew that it would indeed be
environments that will enable us to
different from what we had done in
realize the mission of the National
other places. How could we both build
School Reform Faculty which is “to
on the foundation of CFGs and address
foster educational and social equity by
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the realities of inner city educators,
their students and families?
We planned and conducted these
trainings and, needless to say, they
were quite a departure from others that I was aware of. We included
readings authored by people of color
who wrote about successful experiences with students who were racially,
ethnically and economically diverse.
We used resources from Lisa Delpit
and also from Asa Hilliard’s chapter in Young, Gifted and Black, “No
Mystery: Closing the Achievement
Gap Between Africans and Excellence”
We also began the “equity” dialogue
on day one as opposed to the usual
point of entry on the afternoon of days
two or three. On one hand, the groups
were surprised to see two AfricanAmericans facilitating and leading
work in education reform. On the other
hand, participants commented on how
surprised they were that issues which
were important to them as adults and
those that impact the lives of students
of color were intentionally addressed
in depth throughout the training. From
the onset to the conclusion of our five
day seminars, we remained focused
on how the work of CFGs could bring
about change and lasting improvements
in the lives of the educators, parents,
families and children we were serving.
We were elated with the reception we
received, the daily reflections and evaluations. As we continued to observe
and think about why our trainings were
so successful, I came away with three
critical factors that I believe enabled
our accomplishments and will ensure
the success of other CFG Seminars
where there is a significant mix of
African-Americans (or more broadly
those of African descent), Asians and
Hispanics. I will use the baseball metaphor of “The Grand Slam” to illustrate
my thoughts. Your “bases” need to
(continued on page 19)
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Protocols in Practice

Directors Report

(continued from page 2)

(continued from page 12)

- a hospice worker who understands the
importance of just being there when
there are no words to make it better;
- a pediatrician who knows that a sick
child is a member of a family and
includes each member of the child’s
family in their visit/appointment, not
just the “custodial adult;”
- the focus on sharing information and
power that cut across all the lives
being described;
All of the people described in the
book were busy. None of the people
had an abundance of time, yet they all
held on to the ways they could connect
deeply with others. The lives of these
strangers offered us powerful reminders
for our practice in schools. Using the
Success Analysis Protocol we were able
to connect their lives with our own.
As we debriefed the process, some
people talked about wanting to go back
to the text to reread particular sections, while others talked about sharing
this book with the staff back at their
schools. Everyone agreed that using the
protocol to put ourselves in the shoes
of the book’s subjects had helped us go
more deeply into the lessons of these
lives, the lessons of the text. We moved
beyond feeling passively inspired from
a distance to feeling motivated to act
in ways that embody respect in our
schools. In particular, we discussed the
need to make our personal decisions to
respect others consistently explicit. Our
conversation of the text ended with a
conversation about the ways we could
systematize respect in our departments
and schools. Our conversation, our
examination of respect continues.
Having used the Success Analysis
as a lens to read about the lives in
Respect has given me a new way to
read other people’s stories, a way that
draws me in as more than a spectator.
It reminds me of the “You Are There”
books I used to devour as a child and I
hope this new use of an old tool will be
powerful for others too.

Debbie Bambino can be reached
at dbambino@earthlink.net

year, four districts received planning
grants, and NSRF was responsible for
providing technical assistance to all
participating districts in the form of
coaches seminars for all levels of district personnel, as well as for providing
external coaches to provide ongoing

munity and to encourage schools to be
“laboratories of democratic freedom.”
An NSRF Co-Director has chaired
the advisory board since its inception,
and the project infuses NSRF principles and practices into its technical
assistance to project schools.

support to the districts throughout the
grant period. This year, all four districts
sent school personnel to the equivalent
of a CFG Coaches Institute, and NSRF
Facilitators are continuing to act as
external coaches to the four districts as
they deepen and scale up their work.
• This is the second round of school
districts to receive support from the
Lucent Foundation. NSRF Facilitators
also worked with four districts for three
years (from 2000-2003) in the TPI
administered Lucent Peer Collaboration
Project; last year, two of these districts
received one year of continuation funding.
• The Education Commission of
the States and its National Center for
Learning and Citizenship is a partnership with NSRF that is committed to
advancing the civic mission of schools,
increase support of state policy makers and education leaders for more
engaged and democratic school processes, and to employ NSRF Critical
Friends Group processes in national
policy-making initiatives.
• The First Amendment Schools:
Educating for Freedom and Responsibility project is co-sponsored by
the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (ASCD)
and the First Amendment Center.
Among the purposes of the project is to
establish project schools – where first
amendment principles are understood
and applied throughout the school com-

Activities of the National Center
• The NSRF National Winter
Meeting takes place annually, and is
co-planned by national office staff and
national facilitators from the Center(s)
of Activity in the region. The meeting
has three purposes. We meet so CFG
Coaches and school/district leaders can:
1. Share their experiences, successes, dilemmas and knowledge about
building learning communities and
coaching CFGs.
2. Sharpen their thinking and ratchet
up their skills so they are better able to
coach and support that work.
3. Explore how they can continue to
address issues of equity and achievement through their collaborative work.
This year’s meeting will be held
January 13-15, 2005 at the Hyatt
Regency in Cambridge. Register
online at www.nsrfharmony.org/
wintermeeting/html
• The national Looking at Student
Work (LASW) Collaborative has been
supported by NSRF for the past two
years. The LASW Collaborative is an
association of individuals and educational organizations that focus on
looking at student work to strengthen
connections between instruction, curriculum, and other aspects of school
life to students’ learning.
This association grew from a meeting on “Examining Student Work and
School Change” held in Chicago in
October 1998, hosted by the Chicago
Learning Collaborative and the
Annenberg Institute for School Reform.
NSRF maintains a web site
(www.lasw.org), which is a resource for
teachers, administrators, staff developers, and others who work with teachers,
schools, and students. The site provides
ideas and resources about a set of prac(continued on page 18)
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American School in Japan

Directors Report

(continued from page 5)

(continued from page 17)

enhance the tools they had available to
nurture the growth of their collaborative
groups.
It was 95 degrees and very humid
in Tokyo. School was about to start the
following week. Most teachers had just
returned from summer travelling and
were dealing with the resulting jet lag.
Many staff where moving classrooms
after summer renovations. Perhaps not
an ideal time for professional development days! Despite these inconveniences, the staff took to the work with
open minds and were eager to practice
the new skills and protocols introduced
to them. The enthusiasm was palpable
in all three groups of teachers I worked
with. During our time together we
packed a lot in - Probing Questions,
Feedback Nightmares, Zones, Chalk
Talk, Compass Points, Save the Last
Word For Me and The Consultancy
Protocol. The reflections from participants indicated how thirsty they were
for the material and how appreciative of
the body of knowledge they are tapping
into: “The discussion was extremely
rich, we really thought as a group, listened openly,” “Colleague interaction
was excellent,” “Now I think I get it! I
am looking forward to CFGs this year!”
Hopefully they now have enough
new tools to keep their groups productive during the 2004-2005 school year.
They are working on sending teachers
to a CFG Coaches Institute this summer.
Since returning from Japan and
reflecting on the experience, I have
come to see with increased clarity how
perfect the work of NSRF is for an
international school setting. To open
doors, deprivatize practice, and enhance
our work with students through mutual
support is important work for all our
schools, but essential for schools as
isolated as those in international school
settings.
Patty we are glad you found the
work of NSRF and hope you will bring
new places to our doors!
Margaret MacLean can be contacted at margaretmaclean@netscape.net

tices called “looking at student work.”
In addition, NSRF supports the
planning of an annual national meeting of the LASW Collaborative, and
provides space and materials for that
meeting.
• Each spring since 1996, at
the National Facilitators’ Meeting,
National Facilitators have gathered to
reflect on their work from the past year,
plan for summer (and beyond) work,
and share new learning and questions.
The group that gathers has grown from
10 people in 1996 to over 50 people
last year.
NSRF staff plans the design and
content of the meeting, arranges all of
the logistics, and pays for space and
materials. NSRF also provides help to
those who couldn’t otherwise afford the
expense of travel and lodging. The registration fee covers meals only.
National Facilitators are asked to
attend this meeting at least once every
two years, and each Center of Activity
sends at least one representative to the
meeting each year. Most people attend
regularly, as a way to keep in touch
with new learning across the country
and as a way up-date their resources.
The next National Facilitators’
meeting will be held April 29-30, 2005
in Chicago.
• Materials Project- NSRF
Facilitators and CFG Coaches from
around the country have easy to
access to the most recent materials and
resources via a continuously updated
CD-ROM that is distributed at all
CFG Coaches Seminars and many
NSRF Meetings. National Facilitators
and CFG Coaches can stay current by
accessing the “Protocols On-Line” section of the NSRF web site. In addition,
NSRF supports an active CFG Coaches
listserv.
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2005 Events

Gene Thompson-Grove is one of
three Co-Directors of NSRF.
She can be contacted at
gthompsongrove@earthlink.net
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The Practice of Freedom

California
New Coaches Institute
February 14-18
New Coaches Institute
February 28-March 4
Connecticut
New Coaches Institute
April 4-8
Hartford, CT
Massachusetts
New Coaches Institute
January; Newton, MA
CCE New Coaches Institute
Jan 26-28, March 30-31,
April 1
Marlborough, MA
CCE New Coaches Institute
July 10-15
Cape Cod, MA
National Center
Facilitators’ Meeting
April 29-30
Chicago, IL
New Hampshire
New Coaches Institute
July 25-29
Keene, NH
Oregon
New Coaches Institute
February 17-19, April 1516
Portland, OR
Tennessee
New Coaches Institute
June 20-24
Chattanooga, TN
Wisconsin
New Coaches Institute
June 20-24
Oshkosh, WI
New Coaches Institute
June 27 - July 1
Oshkosh, WI
Open Space Technology
August 4
Oshkosh, WI
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Camilla Greene, Connecticut

“The academy is not a paradise. But
learning is a place where paradise can
be created. The Classroom, with all of
its limitations, remains a location of
possibility. In that field of possibility
we have the opportunity to labor for
freedom, to demand of ourselves and
our comrades, an openness of mind
and heart that allows us to face reality
even as we collectively imagine ways to
move beyond boundaries, to transgress.
This is education as the practice of freedom.”
- bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress:
Education as the Practice of Freedom

D

o we all share a common
theory of action or a common
philosophy about teaching and
learning? I wonder. Do we all believe
that we need to educate our urban youth
to view education as – to use bell hook’s
phrase “the practice of freedom”? What
does that mean and what would that
practice look like and sound like in our
newly formed small urban high schools?
For the last three years I have
been an external coach in schools and
school districts engaged in a variety of
transformational initiatives mostly in
urban areas and mostly in high schools.
The Gates High School Transformation
initiative in urban areas stresses personalization and establishment of relationships in small schools and small classrooms. Given the opportunity to create a

NSRF Mission Statement
The mission of the
National School Reform Faculty
is to foster educational and
social equity by empowering
all people involved with schools
to work collaboratively
in reflective democratic communities
that create and support
powerful learning experiences
for everyone.

new paradigm of teaching and learning,
I have been disheartened when I have
visited newly established small urban
high schools. More often than not I have
observed not the practice of freedom but
the practice of continued domination
and control of the students by the adults.
The discipline that I have observed is a
discipline that grows out of oppressionexternal control of those with power
(adults) over those who ostensibly have
no power (the high school students).
Something is amiss here. This oppressive discipline is metered out to students
by mainstream and non-mainstream
educators alike.
Very few adult educators in urban
educational settings seem to know
how to transform the behavior and will
of those students least served by the
education system without resorting to
external control and discipline. This
knowing how to teach to transform
does not occur over night rather it is a
journey you take over time as a teacher.
It is a journey informed and shaped by
an unshakable belief in the humanity
and dignity of each urban high school
student. It is a journey that requires that
we as adults suspend and examine our
previously held assumptions and expectations about students who are “other”
than ourselves because of their racial
or national heritage, historical oppression, or their socioeconomic status. Your
job, should you decide to accept it, is
to touch the spirit and the humanness

of each urban teenager and channel
that spirit to engage in positive ways
with learning and academic excellence.
The challenge is to engage the urban
student in meaningful curriculum and
learning experiences that center him or
her and help him or her make sense of
his or her current condition in life. The
content and the process of education
should enlighten the learner to see how
to shape another reality, through receiving an education, without compromising what he or she value as members of
the non-dominant culture whether that
culture be Haitian, Vietnamese, African,
Caribbean, or Latino.
As a teacher of English in urban
high schools for many years, I found
that my ability to reach and work
with urban teenagers disengaged from
the educational process depended on
developing relationships with them.
Getting to know my students as unique
individuals was one of the many joys of
teaching. Using what I gained from getting to know each one of my students
well helped me to develop a lot of strategies that helped me in my journey to
empower them to become more authentic learners. In order to get to know
each one of my students well it became
essential that I co-construct with the
student a sense of community. In our
learning community the notion that we
could learn from each other and the
notion that we all brought our strengths
and weaknesses to our community was
(continued on page 14)
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